‘I’ll be a
surrogate
mum for Kem
and Chris!’
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Former Love Island champ Cara De La
Hoyde thinks the boys’ bromance is the
most real relationship in the villa
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ne year on from winning Love
Island with Nathan Massey, we
caught up with Cara De La Hoyde
to hear what she thinks of this
year’s ratings-busting series.
Despite breaking up with Nathan, 27-yearold Cara is excitedly looking forward to
welcoming their baby into the world later
this year. Here, she reveals her favourite
couple, which Islanders are making her
squirm and who she would love to have
this year’s first Love Island baby…
Hi Cara! Does it feel weird to be watching on
TV rather than being in the villa?
I’m so glad I’m watching it from the comfort of
my own home. With all the twists and turns this
year, I don’t think I would’ve enjoyed it as much.
How would you have dealt with the drama?
Me and Olivia would have had nervous
breakdowns, Kady would have ended up
having that night in the hideaway every single
night, and the boys would have all lost their
heads! We’ve all said that our year was the
right one for us.
Do you know any of the Islanders?
I’ve met Georgia, but apart from that I don’t.
You recently said she should get with Chris…
Do you think that will happen?
I don’t think Olivia would let her! We’ve already
seen Georgia’s got very big balls, so I’m sure
she’ll take the chance.
Who’s your favourite couple?
Marcel and Gabby are my winners! They’re
in it for the right reasons and I think they
genuinely care about each other. Or if Chris
and Kem could be a couple they would
100 per cent get my vote!
Is anyone getting on your nerves?
I’m not the biggest fan of Amber and I think
Montana and Alex are just plodding along. I
don’t understand how she can be attracted to
Alex because I’ve never heard him talk! I feel
their relationship is a little bit forced.
Is anyone game playing?
I think Amber is. From the minute she got with
Kem she’s been trying to do the strong couple
thing, like Nathan and me had last year. It’s

Chris and Kem are
her favourite couple!

She thinks Gabby and
Marcel are genuine

hard to play games, though, because
you’re in there for so long.
Do you think we could see
another Love Island baby?
No. Although I’d happily be
a surrogate mum for Kem
and Chris!
It’s close to the end now. Is
this the most intense time
in the villa?
For me the last week was the
funniest and the hardest. There
was a point I could have gone home
because I missed my family so much.
Do you have any words of wisdom
for the Islanders?
Just be yourself. The public are clever and
can see who’s putting it on. That’s why me
and Nathan did so well – we genuinely
liked each other! n
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The moment Caroline Flack
crowned them the winners
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